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AbstratIn power plants using large utility oal{�red boilers for generation of eletriity the oal ispulverized in oal mills and then it has to be pneumatially transported and distributed toa larger number of burners (e.g. 30{40) irumferentially arranged in several rows around theburning hamber of the boiler. Besides the large pipework ow splitting devies are neessaryfor distribution of an equal amount of pulverized fuel (PF) to eah of the burners. So alledtrifurators (without inner �ttings or guiding vanes) and "ri�e" type bifurators are ommonlyused to split the gas{oal partile ow into two or three pipes/hannels with an equal amountof PF mass ow rate in eah outow ross setion of the ow splitting devie.These PF ow splitting devies are subjet of a number of problems. First of all an unevendistribution of PF over the burners of a large utility boiler leads to operational and maintananeproblems, inreased level of unburned arbon and higher rates of NOx emissions. Maldistributionof fuel between burners aused by non uniform onentration of the PF (partile roping) in pipeand hannel bends prior to ow splitting devies leeds to unontrolled di�erenes in the fuelto air ratio between burners. This results in loalized regions in the furnae whih are fuelrih, where insuÆient air is present to allow omplete ombustion of the fuel. Other regionsin the furnae beome fuel lean, forming high loal onentrations of NOx due to the high loalonentrations of O2. Otherwise PF maldistribution an impat on power plant maintanane interms of uneven wear on PF pipework, ow splitters as well as the e�ets on boiler panels (PFdeposition, orrosion, slagging).In order to adress these problems in establishing uniform PF distribution over the outletross setions of ow splitting devies in the pipework of oal{�red power plants the presentpaper deals with numerial predition and analysis of the omplex gas and oal partile (PF)ow through trifurators and "ri�e" type bifurators. The numerial investigation is based on a3{dimensional Eulerian{Lagrangian approah (MISTRAL/PartFlow{3D) developed by Frank etal. The numerial method is apable to predit isothermal, inompressible, steady gas{partileows in 3{dimensional, geometrially omplex ow geometries using boundary �tted, blok{strutured, numerial grids. Due to the very high numerial e�ort of the investigated gas{partileows the numerial approah has been developed with speial emphasis on eÆient parallelomputing on lusters of workstations or other high performane omputing arhitetures.Besides the aerodynamial interation between the arrier uid phase and the PF parti-les the gas{partile ow is mainly inuened by partile{wall interations with the outer wallboundaries and the inner �ttings and guiding vanes of the investigated ow splitting devies. Inorder to allow aurate quantitative predition of the motion of the disperse phase the numerialmodel requires detailed information about the partile{wall ollision proess. In ommonly usedphysial models of the partile{wall interation this is the knowledge or experimental preditionof the restitution oeÆients (dynami frition oeÆient, oeÆient of restitution) for the usedombination of partile and wall material, e.g. PF partiles on steel.In the present investigation these parameters of the partile{wall interation model have beenobtained from speial experiments in two test failities. Basi experiments to larify the details ofthe partile{wall interation proess were made in a test faility with a spherial disk aelerator.This test faility furthermore provides the opportunity to investigate the bouning proess undernormal pressure as well as under vauum onditions, thus exluding aerodynamial inueneson the motion of small partiles in the near viinity of solid wall surfaes (espeially under smallangles of attak). In this experiments spherial glass beads were used as partile material. In aseond test faility we have investigated the real impat of non{spherial pulverized fuel partileson a steel/erami target. In this experiments PF partiles were aelerated by an injetor usinginert gas like e.g. CO2 or N2 as the arrier phase in order to avoid dust explosion hazards. Theobtained data for the partile{wall ollision models were ompared to those obtained for glassspheres, where bouning models are proofed to be valid. Furthermore the seond test failitywas used to obtain partile erosion rates for PF partiles on steel targets as a funtion of impat



angles and veloities.The results of experimental investigations has been inorporated into the numerial model.Hereafter the numerial approah MISTRAL/PartFlow{3D has been applied to the PF owthrough a "ri�e" type bifurator. Using ICEM/CFD{Hexa as grid generator a numerial meshwith approx. 4 million grid ells has been designed for approximation of the omplex geometryof the ow splitting devie with all its interior �ttings and guiding vanes. Based on a preditedgas ow �eld a large number of PF partiles are traked throughout the ow geometry of theow splitter. Besides mean quantities of the partile ow �eld like e.g. loal partile onentra-tions, mean partile veloities, distribution of mean partile diameter, et. it is now possible toobtain information about partile erosion on ri�e plates and guiding vanes of the ow splittingdevie. Furthermore the inuene of di�erent roping patterns in front of the ow splitter on theuniformness of PF mass ow rate splitting after the bifurator has been investigated numerially.Results show the eÆient operation of the investigated bifurator in absene of partileroping, this means under onditions of an uniform PF partile onentration distribution inthe inow ross setion of the bifurator. If partile roping ours and partile onentrationdi�ers over the pipe ross setion in front of the bifurator the equal PF partile mass owrate splitting an be strongly deteriorated in dependene on the loation and intensity of thepartile rope or partile onentration irregularities. The presented results show the importaneof further development of eÆient rope splitting devies for appliations in oal{�red powerplants. Numerial analysis an be used as an eÆient tool for their investigation and furtheroptimization under various operating and ow onditions.


